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Abstract— Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the process
of translating images of text into a comprehensible machine
format. Generally, an OCR system is composed of binariza-
tion, segmentation and recognition stages. Given an extracted
binary character, the recognition stage ensures its description
and decides its corresponding ASCII code. In this paper, we
propose a new OCR system that aims to high speed, Multiscale
and Multifont character recognition. Our proposal is based
essentially on robust description using a new Unified Character
Descriptor (UCD). In addition, a character type-face and font-
size recognition is performed to choose the adequate template
for faster matching process. Obtained OCR Accuracy of our
proposed System is 1.5x higher then that reached by Tesseract
on the LRDE dataset.

Keywords— OCR System, Multiscale, Multifont, Feature Ex-
traction, Feature Matching, SAD technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) deals with the prob-
lem of recognizing optically processed characters. OCR sys-
tems involve three major stages to completely recognize
characters; Binarization, Segmentation, and Recognition stages
[1]. Firstly, Binarization separates the text characters from the
background [6]. Then, Segmentation stage aims to locate text
regions in the processed documents [7]. Finally, the Recog-
nition stage consists on a very sensitive character description
and decision steps.

Generally, state-of-the-art methods in the description step
are based either on Template Description (TD) or on Feature
Description (FD) [1]. In TD Methods [1][2], characters are
described based on their pixel information. Despite their
simple use, these methods are not robust on noisy characters.
In addition, calculation are burden with unnecessary pixel
description. Less complex, the FD methods [3][4][5] perform
the description of characters based on some specific Features.

In the other hand, the decision stage is made according to
a matrix or extracted feature matching. As mentioned above,
pixel comparison in matrix matching is extremely sensitive
to noisy characters [1][2]. This stage can be performed using
classification methods such as RNA, SVM [3][4][5]. They give
interesting results, however they still complex comparing to
matching process. Indeed, simple feature matching ensures a
good trade off between accuracy and computation complexity
[5].

In this paper, we propose a novel Multiscale and Multifont
OCR System based on a robust feature description. Firstly,
we ensure the right template selection. Then, we compute

a Unified Character Descriptor (UCD) and a fast Matching
process is performed.

In the following, we present our proposed OCR System
in section 2 where the new template selection and Character
Recognition based on UCD (CR-UCD) method is explained.
The obtained results are shown and discussed in section 3.
Finally conclusion and future work are drawn in section 4.

II. PROPOSED OCR SYSTEM BASED ON CR-UCD
RECOGNITION

Fig. 1: Block diagram of our proposed OCR System

We design a complete OCR System that performs character
recognition on input image containing text information. As
seen in Figure 1, our OCR System includes the stages of
binarization, segmentation, template selection and recognition.
In the binarization stage we use our recently proposed Hybrid
Binariaztion Based on Kmeans (HBK) [6][13] method to
separate correctly the text and the background even on noisy
images. Then, binarized image is segmented with the Page
Layout Analysis (PLA) [10] part of the well known Tesseract
3.02 engine [20]. In the template selection stage, character
font-size and type-face are recognized and subsequently the
adequate template is chosen. Finally, we perform our CR-UCD
recognition in which each character is represented firstly in the
Description stage using one UCD feature. Then, characters
are recognized based on feature matching with the selected
template using the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD). An
example of letter ’A’ recognition with our proposed method is
given in Figure 2, we assume that the considered letter ’A’ is
extracted from the word ’Académies’. In this figure, the differ-
ent proposed stages of our new method, namely: the Template
Selection, Description and Decision stage are illustrated. In the
first stage a Template Selection Descriptor (TSD) is generated
to allow the appropriate template choice. In an other hand,
the description stage extracts the Unified Character Descriptor
(UCD) from each character and feeds it into the decision stage.
In this stage the extracted UCD vector is matched with the



Fig. 2: Letter ’A’ recognition with the proposed method

closest character in the selected template. These stages are
given with more details in subsequent sections. Firstly, we
explain the Description stage. Then, we discuss the template
selection and we present the decision ones.

A. The Description Stage

In this section, we present our Feature Extraction Strategy.
The aim of this stage is to employ a sufficient number of
characteristics that helps to discriminate characters efficiently.
For this, we perform in our work a Character Segment Ex-
traction by using a simple Edge Detection. We extract then
horizontal and vertical character segments. In the Horizontal
Edge (HE) extraction, for each pixel Pij we compute the
right edge according to Equation (1). Where i ∈ [1..h] and
j ∈ [1..w], given that h and w are respectively the height and
width of the character bounding box. We note by 0 a black
pixel and by 1 a white one.

Pi,j ∈


HE If (Pi,j = 0) And (Pi,j+1 = 1)

HE If ((Pi,j = 0 And (Pi,j+1 = 0) Or (Pi,j = 1))
(1)

In the other side, the Vertical Edge (VE) extraction, for each
pixel Pij is computed as shown in Equation (2).

Pi,j ∈


VE If (Pi,j = 0) And (Pi+1,j = 1)

VE If ((Pi,j = 0 And (Pi+1,j = 0) Or (Pi,j = 1))
(2)

Generally, when we re-scale characters or when we handle
the same character font in many sizes, we change the character
morphology and some distortions can appear in the character
description. This issue is named the aliasing behavior [10]. As
shown in Figure 3, due to this phenomena, one character can
have a different number of segments on multiple Font-Sizes.

Fig. 3: Dependency of scale and character segment disconti-
nuity: a. Input Images, b. Extracted Horizontal Edges in one
scale, c. Extracted Horizontal Edges in another scale, d and e.
A corresponding zoom views of the extracted segments

For this, we propose to check the extracted segments to
merge some edges based on their neighborhood. To ensure
an efficient and scale invariant method, we use each time a



variable neighbour pixel number for the check. This parameter
is adjusted according to h and w values of the processed
character (its size). This proposed technique allows to improve
the description of multi-scale character.

As shown in Figure 2, the Character Segment Description
(CSD) of each Horizontal and Vertical extracted segments is
firstly ensured by the Character Segment Position (TMB and
LMR). Then one Horizontal Merged CSD is constructed while
adding respectively H-TMB and H-LMR of each Horizontal
segment. To which we concatenate other features like the
total Horizontal Character Segment Number (H-NBS), the
Horizontal Character Barycentre Coordinates (H-Bx and H-
By), and the Horizontal Character Ratio (H-R). We do the
same thing for the Vertical Merged CSD computation except
the Character Ratio (R) feature which is not used in this
case. The employed features in this work are presented and
explained with more details in the following subsections:

1) Character segment Number Feature (NBS): We consider
that this feature increases the discrimination between charac-
ters that do not have the same number of segments.

2) Character Segment Position Feature (TMB, LMR): As
shown in Figure 2, the CSD vector is composed of two
features: The first one, TMB, refers to the Top, Middle and
Bottom segment positions in the character bounding box. We
compute TMB according to Equation (3).

TMB =


1 If (Sy >

h
2 ) (Top)

2 If (Sy = h
2 ) (Middle) (3)

3 If (Sy <
h
2 ) (Bottom)

with Sy is the starting y coordinates of the profiled segment
and h is the height of the character bounding box. The second
feature is LMR. It refers to the Left, Middle and Right segment
positions in the character bounding box. It is computed as
shown in Equation (4).

LMR =


1 If (Sx <

w
2 ) (Left)

2 If (Sx = w
2 ) (Middle) (4)

3 If (Sx >
w
2 ) (Right)

with Sx is the starting x coordinates of the profiled segment
and w is the width of the character bounding box.

3) Character Barycentre Coordinate Feature (Bx, By):
Starting from the motivation that different character shapes
have different barycentre positions, as shown in Figure 4,
we propose a novel and simple barycentre computation
technique. Indeed, we consider the polygon composed only
with the starting segment pixels. Then, we compute the x
and y coordinates of the corresponding barycentre for both
Horizontal and vertical Merged CSD Vectors.

4) Character Ratio Feature (R): To improve the
discrimination between characters that have similar number
of segments and Barycentre position, we propose to compute

’I’
(One Segment)

’D’
(Two Segments)

’A’
(Three Segments)

’B’
(Four Segments)

’E’
(Five Segments)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4: Barycentre (B) computation process on different seg-
ment number letters: a. Starting pixels, b. Barycentre of
polygon computation, c. Barycentre result

the Ratio between the height and width of the processed
character bounding box. This feature is computed according
to the Equation (5).

R = w
h (5)

Figure 5 shows a Multiscale representation of characters ’A’
and ’J’. As we can see, the Ratio feature (R) does not changes
for the same character with different sizes (Equation (6)):


R(′A′) = w00

h00
= w01

h01
= w02

h02
= w03

h03
= w04

h04
= w05

h05

R(′J ′) = w10

h10
= w11

h11
= w12

h12
= w13

h13
= w14

h14
= w15

h15

(6)

However, in the same scale, the Ratio feature (R) allows to
discriminate easily the two different characters ’A’ and ’J’
(Equation (7)):

Scale0 : [R(′A′) = w00

h00
] 6= [R(′J ′) = w10

h10
]

Scale1 : [R(′A′) = w01

h01
] 6= [R(′J ′) = w11

h11
]

.

.

.
Scale5 : [R(′A′) = w05

h05
] 6= [R(′J ′) = w15

h15
]

(7)

In fact, the Ratio feature (R) ensures a Multiscale invariance
and increases the discrimination between characters in the



Fig. 5: Scale invariance of the character ratio feature of ’A’
and ’J’ letters with six different scales

same scale. Based on these extracted features from Horizon-
tal and Vertical segments, the Unified Character Descriptor
(UCD) is computed. Indeed, Horizontal and Vertical features
are organized in a subsequent way in one single UCD vector
as illustrated in Figure 6. Except the Barycentre x and y coor-
dinates are computed according to the average of Horizontal
and Vertical ones from the CSD vectors.

Fig. 6: The Unified Character Descriptor (UCD): a. Character
Segment Number Feature (NBS), b. Character Segment Po-
sition Feature (TMB, LMR), c. Character Barycentre Feature
(Bx, By), d. Character Ratio Feature (R)

B. The Template Selection Stage

In our proposed method, the template selection stage is
performed through type-face and font-size recognition. Indeed,
even if the above UCD is scale invariant, it stills more powerful
on small size ranges. To improve the Multiscale characteristic
of our method, we propose to compute effectively the character
font-size to choose the appropriate template to use. In addition,
for an identified type-face character it is possible to make the
OCR system handle a document with less effort. Following
we detail our template selection proposal.

1) Font-Size Recognition (x-h): Text line documents are
composed of three typographical zones: the ascender, the x-
height and the descender zones [16]. As shown in Figure
7, these zones are delimited by four virtual horizontal lines,
Ascender, x-height, Base and Descender lines. The x-height

Fig. 7: Typography of Latin Alphabets

zone is the height of the body of lowercase letters referring
to the distance between the baseline and the x-height one of
lower-case letters in a typeface. For Latin script the Font-
Size recognition is relatively an easy task [18][14]. In our
proposal, we identify the character size with the help of the
computation of the connected components x-h. Hence, we
apply the following formula shown in Equation (8) [18].

x-h = Baseline− x-height line (8)

2) Type-Face Recognition (σ): Type-face recognition can
give details on the structural and the typographical design of
characters. Type-faces can be divided into two main categories:
serif and sans serif. We mean by serifs the small features at
the end of strokes within letters. Printed type-faces without
serifs are known as sans serif. ’A’ letter with serif and sans
serif type-faces is shown in Figure 8.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8: ’A’ letter with: a. Sans Serif and b. Serif type-faces

Actually, it is assumed that serif type-faces contain charac-
ters with moderate or dramatic difference between thick and
thin strokes [17]. However sans serif characters are charac-
terized with a low difference between stroke thicknesses. For
this, we propose to study the Standard Deviation (σ) across
the different character strokes (Equation (9)).

σ =

√√√√ 1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

(xi − µ)2; µ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi) (9)

where x is the measured thickness in one character block, N
is the number of character strokes and µ is the average of the
N measured thicknesses; i ∈ [1, N ]. To do this, we divide the
character image generated by the layout analysis stage into
3x3 blocs.

Fig. 9: Font recognition based on the splitting of characters
in equal size blocks. Each block number refers to the median
thickness of the considered non overlapping strokes



As shown in Figure 9, we determine in each block the
thickness as the median of non overlapping lines with the
block edges. During this process, vertical (stem, hairline,
etc) and horizontal strokes (cross stroke, cross bar, etc) are
checked. Very long or short lines (such as brackets, apex) that
do not give a significant indication regarding the thickness are
eliminated thanks to the 3x3 bloc division. As illustrated in
Figure 10, the measured stroke thickness Standard Deviation
(σ) is approximately constant between different Font-Sizes
however it varies considerably between different type-faces.

Fig. 10: Standard Deviation (σ) of stroke thickness in Multi-
scale and Multifont characters. a. Sans Serif with no/moderate
transition in the strokes, b. Serif with dramatic thick/thin
transition in the strokes

C. The Decision Stage

The final stage of our work consists on matching the UCD
vector of the input character to the different UCD vectors
of the selected template (see Figure 2). The matching is
performed by using the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD)
technique [12] distance process.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate firstly our proposed UCD
descriptor regarding the robustness against the ’i’ algorithm
[9] descriptor when dealing with Multifont and Multisize
constraints. Then, we evaluate our CR-UCD system against
the well known Tesseract 3.02 OCR engine [20] on the same
previously mentioned constraints.

A. The UCD Descriptor Evaluation based on OCR Accuracy

To evaluate the OCR-accuracy of our proposed UCD de-
scriptor we use Multiscale and Multifont computer generated
alphanumeric images containing number, upper-case, lower-
case and special characters. For comparison reasons, we assess
also the recently proposed ’i’ Algorithm [9]. Table 1 shows
a comparison between UCD and ’i’ Algorithm descriptors
using OCR Accuracy. In this evaluation, each character is
matched with the same character font and size in the template.
Obtained results demonstrate that our method outperforms the
’i’ algorithm reaching an average of 99% of OCR accuracy
on all assessed font-sizes and Type-faces. The main issues
encountered by our description is the miss-recognition of

Table 1: OCR Accuracy of UCD and ’i’ Algorithm descriptors
using Multifont and Multisize template

Method Type-face Font-Size
18 24 36 72 90

’i’ Algorithm Serif 90 78 90 95 98
Sans Serif 80 77 82 93 95

CR-UCD Serif 100 100 100 100 100
Sans Serif 98 98 98 98 98

similar characters like ’I’ and ’l’ in the different scales of
the sans serif Type-face. In future work, lexical methods
can be used in that case to enhance the performance of our
description.

In Table 2 we illustrate the performance of UCD and the
’i’ Algorithm descriptors using one single template defined
by the serif type-face and the 90pt font-size for all compared
character fonts and sizes. We can see that in this case the

Table 2: OCR Accuracy of UCD and ’i’ Algorithm descriptors
using one single font and size template

Method Type-face Font-Size
18 24 36 72 90

’i’ Algorithm Serif 12 20 25 59 98
Sans Serif 15 14 20 50 95

CR-UCD Serif 31 50 52 91 100
Sans Serif 25 30 44 70 98

UCD still outperforming the ’i’ algorithm descriptor in serif
and sans serif fonts. Moreover, we note that the recognition
of the serif text is better than the sans serif one. Indeed,
characters ’I’ and ’1’ are distinguished in the serif text thanks
to their different morphology. However, the similarity of these
characters in the sans serif text prevents their right recognition.
Despite that our proposed descriptor gives a high accuracy on
single type-face and font-size, the OCR Accuracy drops down
when dealing with Multifont and Multiscale data. Hence, the
usefulness of the template selection process in the CR-UCD
System.

B. The CR-UCD System Evaluation on the LRDE Dataset

Fig. 11: Sample of the LRDE-DBD documents

Following, we evaluate our CR-UCD proposal when pro-



cessing on the LRDE-DBD dataset1 [19] composed of 125
magazine documents. As shown in Figure 11, the LRDE-
DBD includes different font-sizes, serif and sans serif type-
faces. We show in Figure 12 the employed templates used in
the Feature matching. We generate six templates categorized
into two classes within serif and sans serif type-faces. Each
category, includes three sub-templates consisting of three scale
ranges: small, medium, and large character sizes.

Fig. 12: The employed Multisize and Multifont templates

Small characters refer to the core paragraph text, medium
characters refer to subtitles and large size characters are
considered as the titles. Empirically fixed, the employed
thresholds to distinguish font-sizes are given in Table 3.

Table 3: Employed x-height thresholds

Character sizes x-height thresholds (pixels)
Small 0-30

Medium 30-55
Large 55-100

To show a relevant evaluation, we compare our proposed
CR-UCD OCR system to the Tesseract [20] one. To make a
fair comparison, we disabled the Tesseract dictionary option
that we did not handle yet in our work. Figure 13 shows that
the proposed CR-UCD method outperforms Tesseract one by
reaching 1.5x higher OCR Accuracy on the 125 magazine
documents of the LRDE Dataset.

Fig. 13: OCR Accuracy evaluation of Tesseract and the pro-
posed CR-UCD method

1Copyright(c) 2012. EPITA and Development Laboratory (LRDE)
with permission from Le Nouvel Observateur. LRDE-DBD is avail-
able on-line on the web site: http : //www.lrde.epita.fr/cgi −
bin/twiki/view/Olena/DatasetDBD

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed an efficient OCR system based
on a new and robust description. Thanks to the used UCD de-
scriptor, the template selection, and the employed fast feature
matching our proposal offers a high OCR Accuracy compared
to well known description and recognition methods. In future
work, we intend to improve the proposed OCR efficiency
by using additional semantic rules to be able to differentiate
similar characters like ’I’ and ’l’. In addition, the template
selection process could be enhanced to distinguish thick and
italic characters. We plan also to use dictionary to enhance the
final recognition results.
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